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Club Mahindra affiliate resort, Saj Mahableshwar resort is located onClub Mahindra affiliate resort, Saj Mahableshwar resort is located on
top of a mountain, and this Mahabaleshwar resort gives you some oftop of a mountain, and this Mahabaleshwar resort gives you some of
the most stunning views of Mahableshwar’s natural beauty. The resortthe most stunning views of Mahableshwar’s natural beauty. The resort
has the perfect ambience to help you unwind, through a variety ofhas the perfect ambience to help you unwind, through a variety of
facilities and its surrounding natural beauty. Not only that, it is one offacilities and its surrounding natural beauty. Not only that, it is one of
those few resorts in Mahableshwar with a swimming pool! It consists ofthose few resorts in Mahableshwar with a swimming pool! It consists of
78, fully furnished spacious rooms equipped with all modern amenities,78, fully furnished spacious rooms equipped with all modern amenities,
to make our member’s stay luxurious and comfortable. And it is one ofto make our member’s stay luxurious and comfortable. And it is one of
those resorts in Mahableshwar with a swimming pool! One can pamperthose resorts in Mahableshwar with a swimming pool! One can pamper
themself at Vyom Spa, enjoy walks around the sprawling property, andthemself at Vyom Spa, enjoy walks around the sprawling property, and
go strawberry picking at the nearby farms. The rooms are equippedgo strawberry picking at the nearby farms. The rooms are equipped
with a TV, AC and double bed and Luxury Rooms with Balconies. Onewith a TV, AC and double bed and Luxury Rooms with Balconies. One
can try lip-smacking, authentic Maharashtrian food items made by ourcan try lip-smacking, authentic Maharashtrian food items made by our
masterchefs! Read through these masterchefs! Read through these Club Mahindra reviews of SajClub Mahindra reviews of Saj
Mahabaleshwar resort in MaharashtraMahabaleshwar resort in Maharashtra and get a sneak peek of what and get a sneak peek of what
Club Mahindra members have to say about this resort inClub Mahindra members have to say about this resort in
Mahabaleshwar.Mahabaleshwar.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/club-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/club-
mahindra-saj-mahableshwar-resort-in-maharashtra-8146mahindra-saj-mahableshwar-resort-in-maharashtra-8146
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